On Thursday 25th August the Yr 8/9 Girls’ Footballers were excited to attend the Southern Zone Girls’ Football Carnival. All players had a fantastic day, learning a lot and bonding with one another. Two teams were formed and played several games over the day—both teams really enjoyed the experience. Mr O’Dea’s Team won every game for the day and doubled Brighton High’s score in the Grand Final to be crowned Champions—well done girls!! Mr Zandona’s team also had a great day and learnt a lot about the game and enjoyed the day immensely. Thank you to Mr Michael O’Dea and Mr Flavio Zandona for taking the girls.
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A BIG congratulations to the Year 10 Knockout Netballers who are the State-wide KO Champions after a fantastic finals day on Monday 29th August. The team lost Emily B to injury and arrived at Priceline Stadium with 10 players ready to go! Every player stepped up and contributed very strongly. Cabra won every quarter during the day to secure a third Grand Final victory for Cabra winning in 2013, 2014 and now 2016! Even the announcer mentioned this at the presentation. Well done girls and thanks to Coaches Eddie Janmaat and Ms Deanna Riley and Ms Katherine Perkas for assisting on the day.

**Weekend Results**

**Squash**  
Squash results not received.

**Basketball**  
**Snr Boys v Immanuel**  
**Snr A** def Immanuel 75-32. Harry R 24, Jalen C 21, Josh B 9.  
**Snr B** def Immanuel 78-31. Sam T 15, Ethan S 13, Will G 11, Jacob M 12, Chandler B 10.  

**Jnr Boys v Immanuel**  
**Mid B** def by Immanuel 23-34. Angus M 7, Julian G 6, Jordan T 6. Immanuel too strong this time—bad luck lads.  
**Mid C** def by Immanuel 15-25. John A 7, James B 5. Despite the score-line, the improvements in team structure were clear in this game.  

**Football**  
**Yr 6/7** def Woodcroft - 11.9.75 to 5.7.37. Best players: Ben R, Jake B-S, Kye R, Tom L. Goal Kickers: Jake B-S 4, Ben R 2, Liam W 2, Daniel M, Jackson T, Sam H, Caleb D.  

**Netball**  
**Senior A1** def by Sacred Heart 1 22-41. Best Players: Mia D, Zoe M.  
**Senior A2** def by Cardijn 2 24-31. Best Players: Lauren C, Kate B  
**Senior B2** def by Sacred Heart 7 12-30. Best Players: Georgia K, Julie B  
**Senior C1** def by Sacred Heart 10 11-25. Best Players: Annabel McC, Amalia K  
**Yr 10A** def Gleeson 32-27. Best players: Alysia Mc, Tessa H  
**Yr 10B** def St Ignatius 1 23-15. Best Players: Jess L, Sophie McC  
**Yr 10C** def by St Dominic’s 1 23-27. Best Players: Cristine, Georgia C  
**Yr 9A1** Cabra 9A lost to Gleeson 17-32. The girls tried hard, but were beaten by a very strong Gleeson team. A huge thanks to Holly Jones for filling in for us! Best players: Sienna and Dani. **Ms Emily Crosbie: Coach.**  
**Yr 9A2** def by Nazareth 1 22-33. Best players: Yasmin B-S, Lily P.  
**Yr 9B1** def by Mary Mackillop 34-23. Best players: Katie V, Emily A.  
**Yr 9B2** a nail biter against Nazareth 2 drawing 25 all. The girls managed to fight it out in overtime to win by 1! Fantastic effort! Best players: Aislin, Alanna.  
**Yr 9C** def by Mercedes 22-28, therefore we finished 4th. A brilliant effort by every single member of the team. We fought hard for the ball and played as a team but unfortunately we just couldn’t get the job done. Best players: Meg and Khadija.  
**Yr 8A** def by St Michael’s 15-23.  
**Yr 8B2** def by Mercedes 2 8-20.  
**Yr 8B1** def by Cardijn 2 19-23.  

**Soccer**  
**Yr 10** def by St Pauls 0-3. An even game in which we failed to close the deal on our chances. Jack, Ethan and Kai provided plenty of options up front, along with Max later in the game. Hayden, Joe, Max and Daniel provided some good linkage in the mid-field out of defence (Joe made several important clearances also). Luke, Ryan and Ben were fast across the field, Defence was held together by Sam C, Nqobile, Sebastian N and Sebastian K and Nick. Sam S was again our brave keeper risking limbs against some of the enormous St Pauls players. I have been impressed by our strength as a team throughout the season, with players arriving before the game to stretch and warmup, and a good sense of camaraderie and a convivial and often jovial nature. Keep training, keep improving, keep having fun. **David Kilmartin: Coach.**  
**Middle A** drew with Saint Ignatius 6-6 Cabra. Scorers: Kynan Fuller (3), Cameron Gardner (3). Best players: Kynan F, Cameron G, Tom W.  
**Middle B** def St Ignatius 2-0.  
**Middle C** results not received.  
**Middle D** def by Trinity 1-5.  
**Primary Black** def St Peter’s 2, 5-4. Goals: Paddy, Arop, Christian, Jok, JJ. All played well.  
**Primary Gold**—CBC Forfeit.
Congratulations! Saul M (10T) won the gold medal for his Division at the 2016 Australian National Taekwondo Championships held in Bendigo Vic. Friday 26th August—well done Saul!

Important Diary Dates

Week 7 Term 3
Tuesday 6th September
YR 10 Boys KO Basketball—Gleeson

Wednesday 7th September
SACPSSA Touch Football Carnival